The middle cranial fossa approach: an anatomical study.
Hearing preservation surgery has become an option for an increasing number of patients with vestibular schwannomas due to diagnosis at an earlier stage. The middle cranial fossa approach represents one such surgical approach for resection of vestibular schwannomas with hearing preservation. We have undertaken an anatomical study of the middle cranial fossa approach to the internal auditory meatus using 20 fresh temporal bones. By simulating the surgical approach it was possible to analyze critically two of the main recognized subapproaches to the internal acoustic meatus. The results confirmed that the angle subtended by the facial nerve and "blue-lined" semicircular canal was much less than 60 degrees but equally important was the degree of individual variability. Furthermore the roof of the geniculate fossa was not infrequently dehiscent. The distance measured from the inner table of the craniotomy to the superior semicircular canal was on average 22 mm, similar to previous reports and utilized by some in their approach in this challenging surgery. From this anatomical study it appears that safe dissection of this area is facilitated by observing the more acute angle between the facial nerve and superior semicircular canal and by taking advantage of the relationship between the inner table and important landmarks.